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Pizza Flip Top 39

John Rogers

Glen Pugh

3016 - Pugh, Glen

(336) 703-3164

X

Italian Sausage Pizza Flip Top 39

Beef Crumble Pizza Flip Top 39

Ham Pizza Flip Top 34

Mozzarella Pizza Flip Top 36

Tuscan Pasta Pizza Flip Top 39

Chicken Wing Wing Cooler 39

Pasta Walk In Cooler 33

Meatballs Walk In Cooler 38

Meat Sauce Walk In Cooler 38

Meat Lover Pizza Final Cook 206
Boneless Chicken
Wing Final Cook 219
Sanitizer
Quaternary
Ammonia

3 Compartment Sink 200

Hot Water 3 Compartment Sink 160

Hot Water Dish Machine 132

Sanitizer Chlorine Dish Machine 100

John Rogers CFPM 11-24-24 0

ha037929@hutamerican.com



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  PIZZA HUT #2592 Establishment ID:  3034020870

Date:  06/22/2022  Time In:  11:15 AM  Time Out:  2:00 PM

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

3 2-201.11 (A), B), (C), and (E) Responsibility of Permit Holder, Person in Charge and Conditional Employees (P) - The PERMIT
HOLDER shall require FOOD EMPLOYEES and CONDITIONAL EMPLOYEES to report to the PERSON IN CHARGE
information about their health and activities as they relate to diseases that are transmissible through FOOD.
***PIC was not able to name all of the symptoms or diseases related to foodborne illness that is required. CDI establishment has
not been inspected since the updated food code and a copy of the updated employee health policy was given.

5 2-501.11 Clean-up of Vomiting and Diarrheal Event (Pf) - A FOOD ESTABLISHMENT shall have written procedures for
EMPLOYEES to follow when responding to vomiting or diarrheal events that involve the discharge of vomitus or fecal matter
onto surfaces in the FOOD ESTABLISHMENT. The procedures shall address the specific actions EMPLOYEES must take to
minimize the spread of contamination and the exposure of EMPLOYEES, consumers, FOOD, and surfaces to vomitus or fecal
matter.
***Establishment did not have written procedures available. CDI establishment has not been inspected since the food code was
updated. Discussed new requirement with PIC and left a copy of a vomit clean up plan.

28 7-201.11 Separation - Storage (P) - POISONOUS OR TOXIC MATERIALS shall be stored so they can not contaminate FOOD,
EQUIPMENT, UTENSILS, LINENS, and SINGLESERVICE and SINGLE-USE ARTICLES by: Locating the POISONOUS OR
TOXIC MATERIALS in an area that is not above FOOD, EQUIPMENT, UTENSILS, LINENS, and SINGLE-SERVICE or SINGLE-
USE ARTICLES.
***Chemical bottles containing cleaners, polishes, and degreaser were stored above the 3 compartment sink. CDI these were
relocated to prevent contamination.

40 2-303.11 Prohibition - Jewelry (C) - Except for a plain ring such as a wedding band, while preparing FOOD, FOOD EMPLOYEES
may not wear jewelry including medical information jewelry on their arms and hands.
***Employee preparing food was wearing a watch.

44 4-903.11 (A) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles Storing (C) - Cleaned EQUIPMENT and
UTENSILS shall be stored: (1) In a clean, dry location.
***Storage bin holding pan lids and utensils on clean equipment rack has debris in the bottom and needs to be cleaned.

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment (C) - Equipment shall be maintained in a state of repair.
***The middle valve for the 3 compartment sink is missing (has to be turned using pliers) and needs to be replaced. Repair the
walk in freezer light that is not working.

49 4-601.11 (C) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (C) - NonFOOD-CONTACT
SURFACES of EQUIPMENT shall be kept free of an accumulation of dust, dirt, FOOD residue, and other debris.
***Please clean the following areas: -Reach in cooler gaskets on the pizza flip top; -Wire racks throughout the facility have dust
and grease build up and need to be cleaned; -Top of dish machine.

51 5-202.14 Backflow Prevention Device, Design Standard (P) - A backflow or back siphonage prevention device installed on a
water supply system shall meet American Society of Sanitary Engineering (A.S.S.E.) standards for construction, installation,
maintenance, inspection, and testing for that specific application and type of device. 
***The can wash pit faucet is only equipped with an atmospheric back flow preventer and has a chemical dispenser hose and
dual nozzle with shut off valves equipped that are creating continuous pressure in the line. The atmospheric backflow is not rated
for continuous pressure. CDI faucet was turned off and valves opened. Recommend installing a continuous pressure rated
backflow for this faucet.

54 5-501.113 Covering Receptacles (C) - Receptacles and waste handling units for REFUSE, recyclables, and returnables shall be
kept covered: (B) With tight-fitting lids or doors if kept outside the FOODESTABLISHMENT.
***The dumpster side door was open.

55 6-501.11 Repairing - Premises, Structures, Attachments, and Fixtures - Methods (C) - PHYSICAL FACILITIES shall be
maintained in good repair. 
***Repair floor tiles around floor drain and chipped cove molding near entry to kitchen.

6-501.12 Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions (C) - (A) PHYSICAL FACILITIES shall be cleaned as often as necessary to keep
them clean.
***Clean walls at the hand wash sink next to pizza flip top, at restroom hand wash sink, floors under pizza cutting table, floors
under fryer, ceiling tiles and vents throughout the restaurant.

56 6-303.11 Intensity - Lighting (C) -The light intensity shall be: at least 10 foot candles in walk in refrigeration units.



***The light for the walk in freezer is not working and intensity is less than 1 foot candle.


